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We’ve 
been 
doing it 
WRONG…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well, we’ve been doing it wrong. Now that I have your attention.State the goal.



More Reinforcing SteelMore Concrete

Wastewater Treatment Plant1989
DESIGN

Why did my boss make those changes?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My spark of curiosity began in 1989.My first structural design of a WWTP Structure was in 1989 when I was handed an ACI standard and told make sure there is lots of cover to the reinforcing steel, thick walls and follow the crack control guidelines in this. I was a half dozen years after graduation and with all the eagerness of a new engineer I went at it. After a lengthy period of my work, I presented to my boss my design results and he promptly doubled the reinforcing steel, cut the spacing in half and increased the thickness of every wall and base slab in contact with the waste liquid. Chalk another early effort in me questioning why did I go to school?Reflecting later in my career, I wondered why he made those revisions?It was because he was a conservative person by nature and at the time material costs and financing costs were not a constraint. No body would get concerned over this design. Canada was in a different economic state. 



Sustainability Driven Supply Challenges Financial Constraints

Current Construction Priorities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fast forward 30 years to today, and we face a completely different world. Sustainability is a big thing, financial resources are starting to become a challenge and material costs are a big deal. We don’t have the luxury of throwing twice as much reinforcing steel at a problem without the risk of being challenged or more importantly taking for granted the clients challenges so we can have an easy path in our efforts.Current construction priorities: Sustainability driven world and current financial constraintsFinancial resources are becoming a challengeCost of materials is of high importance. Client budgets cannot tolerate overly conservative designs



National Wastewater Treatment Numbers

38yrs
Average age of  Wastewater 
Assets

$37B
Replacement Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants (non-linear)3,400

Wastewater Treatment 
Systems in Canada

$18B
Capital Expenditures to Meet 
New Federal Regulations 
(linear & non)

11%
Wastewater Assets in Poor to 
Very Poor Condition ($4.5B)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Canada’s municipalities support the federal government’s objective of improving national wastewater treatment standards, Based on conservative estimates developed through Environment Canada and an FCM survey of impacted municipalities, capital  expenditures required to meet the new regulations will exceed $18 billion, of which $3.5 billion will be incurred by 2020.



Long Overdue for
Canadian Design Standard

Replacement of Poor and Very 
Poor Bridge Vs. Wastewater

$2B $26B
*Approximately 50/50 

between linear and non-
linear

*excludes roads & 
sidewalks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Page 12 of the Canadian Infrastructure Report 2016. FYI there is a 2019 Canadian Infrastructure Report, but it does not include construction dollars.Poor and very poor linear and non-linear replacement value = $26B (2016 Canadian Infrastructure Report). 16350 km (11%) is linear, and 1386 facilities (10%) are non-linear (Page 37 of the PDF, 2019 Canadian Infrastructure Report)Poor and very poor bridges replacement value = $2B (2016 Canadian Infrastructure Report). 12% of bridges 9,661 structures are in poor/very poor condition (2019 Canadian Infrastructure Report)This is what you wanted to be able to say, but I can’t find this info.Every year in Canada, there is approximately $ ? billion dollars spent on construction and retrofit of Wastewater Treatment Plants. For comparison, there is $? Billion dollars spent on bridge infrastructure in Canada and the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code has been in effect for over 25 years.



Conservative Designs

American Concrete Institute
• American standard
• US concrete industry and construction
• Front-line method of watertightness and 

durability

CSA A23.3 Design of Concrete Structures
• Limited guidance for watertightness

National Building Code of Canada
• Post-disaster structure
• Focus on life safety
• Excludes corrosive environments and large 

liquid containing structures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From a design standard perspective we haven’t really moved along that much since 1989. The ACI Standards have evolved with new strategies for durability and water tightness. But the ACI standard still remains focussed on providing the front-line method of watertightness and durability with well consolidated concrete sections, with lots of cover and lots of reinforcement that is tightly spaced.Furthermore, the ACI standard is written around the US concrete industry and construction. At first glance it might be thought this isn’t a big difference but after many rodeos I have come to understand this is a big difference.How do upgrade out wastewater treatment plants with the challenges of overly conservative design practices in a budget conscious economy?



“There are currently gaps in guidance for structural engineering, construction, 
commissioning, and maintenance of wastewater treatment facilities. The present 

structural engineering methodology requires interpretation of non-Canadian 
standards in a Canadian setting, which might lead to unsafe assumptions in 

compatibility of design and analysis factors. The objective of the CSA Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Program is to develop consistency in engineering and construction 
methodology. This would achieve benefits enabling more cost-effective design and 
construction, minimizing jurisdiction-specific regulation development, and reducing 

overall risk to owners.”

CSA S900.2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The need for a consolidated thoughtful standards for all aspects of this facet of our industry is exceptional. Without such a series of standards, best efforts by everyone involved in these projects will continue to produce inconsistent results. The inconsistency shows itself with either overly conservative approaches or unconservative approaches. Precious monetary resources are being launched with unquantified risks.The CSA 900 series Waste Water Treatment Plant Standards were initiated at the CSA for the purpose of addressing the unique aspects of the design, construction, commissioning and operation of Waste Water Treatment Plants in Canada. 



CSA S900.1 Climate Change Adaptations for 
Wastewater Treatment Plants

CSA S900.2 Structural Design of Wastewater 
Treatment Plants

Comprehensive Resource
• Design
• Operation
• Retrofit criteria to increase 

resilience

Objective
• Combine relevant 

information
• Address overly conservative 

designs

CSA S900 History

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CSA S900.2 Two years of fundingLimited research and development of new topics. 



Types of Materials

Highlights of CSA S900.2

Service Life of 80 Years

Types of Possible Loads

Post Disaster Equipment Design

Seismic Performance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is starting to get nerdy, but this clause offers structural engineers a host of tools to use when design these structures for seismic loads. The benefits can be significant. Is there anyway we can show a diagram exhibiting this? The above details some of the seismic performance of both the structure and the process elements. This gives more clarity for owners to understand what is involved with “Post Disaster Performance”. 



Reliability of Structures

Recalibrated Design Factors

Less Material

Reduced Loads

Cost Savings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can reduce the design factors based on the reliability of the design factors. Let’s focus on the dead load for a bit. For example, we have separated the dead load factor into a couple of categories: CSA S900 DL factor = 1.15 (tank walls, structural slab for equipment) 1.2 (concrete raft slab), 1.25 (concrete topping and cementitious coatings), 1.1 (specialty steel structures supporting equipment)These factors are a happy medium between the NBCC and the CHBDC. This is good news for today’s construction priorities of sustainability, supply challenges and financial constraints mentioned earlier. 



Dead Load Factor
Example Comparison

Dead Load = 1,000 kN

CSA S900.2 ACI NBCC
1.15 x 1,000 kN
= 1,150 kN

1.4 x 1,000 kN
= 1,400 kN

1.25 x 1,000 kN
= 1,250 kN

22% 9%

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Intro to explain the factors. ACI: LL factor = 1.7, DL factor = 1.4NBCC: LL factor = 1.5, DL factor = 1.25CSA S900 LL factor = 1.5L + 1.25 F +1.5H (F = loads due to weight and pressure of fluids with well-defined densities and H = permanent load due to lateral earth pressure, including groundwater) DL factor = 1.15 (tank walls, structural slab for equipment) 1.2 (concrete raft slab), 1.25 (concrete topping and cementitious coatings), 1.1 (specialty steel structures supporting equipment)



Limitations

Buried linear infrastructure

Water Treatment Plants

Other Water Retaining Structures

CSA S900.2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Current limitations to the CSA S900.2 standard include buried linear infrastructure, water treatment plants and other water retaining structures.However, the goal in the coming years is to address each of these limitations, but we can’t do it alone.



Push for Change
and get involved.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are looking for people and companies to help in the continued development of CSA S900.2.We need thought leaders to push for innovation through research and product development and supporters to provide funding to support this push. 
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